
SHRI VAISHNAV VIDYAPEETH VISHWAVIDYALAYA,
INDORE

Shri Vaishnav Vidyapeeth Vishwavidyalaya is a State Private University set up

under Madhya Pradesh Niji Vishwavidyalaya (Sthapana Avam Sanchalan)

Adhiniyam in 2015 at Indore. The university has been established with the vision

to be a leader in shaping better future for mankind through quality education,

training and research. It pursues the mission to make a difference in sustaining the

growth of global societies by developing socially responsible citizens.

To know more about the University please visit the website:

https://www.svvv.edu.in/

The University Campus

The campus of Shri Vaishnav Vidyapeeth Vishwavidyalaya, spread in 52-acres

with sprawling and picturesque surroundings, provides a refreshing environment,

stimulating intellectual alertness and creativity. The extended university campus

with state of art facilities is designed by one of the top 10 Architects in India, CP

Kukreja & Associates from Delhi. The campus has an ambience that motivates the

students to grow. The university has more than six lakh square feet constructed

area housing several classrooms and syndicates. The campus is having computer

centre, and automated library, academic and administrative blocks, conference

rooms, an auditorium and sports facilities. The overall atmosphere on the campus

is distinguishable by serenity, which is conducive for intellectual pursuits. The

university aims to:

● offer a world class scholastic experience to learners

● ensure holistic growth of the students.

● explore opportunities to pool resources and synergies with the best

universities across the world in developing a world- class institution.
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● create programs that are in line with the economic development of the

nation

● establish lasting relationship with industry for mutually beneficial solutions

● learn the best practices of top universities around the world.

Shri Vaishnav Vidyapeeth Vishwavidyalaya is having 16 constituent institutes

with 310 full time faculty membrs and around 7000 students enrolled in 114

undergraduate, postgraduate and doctoral programs. The university offers

education, training and research in engineering, forensic scence, architecture,

management, journalism and mass communication, science, social sciences,

humanities and arts, computer applications, fine arts, commerce, law, agriculture,

and home science. The university believes that educational institutions should

involve industry in designing the curricula and detailed syllabi for various

programs. Partnership with industry and other prospective recruiters is necessary

to understand the current and future needs so that young minds could be shaped

accordingly. It gives a different kind of feeling to the students, while choosing

such programs for developing their career.

The university has signed MoU with Hanyang university, South Korea and St.

Cloud State University, Minnesota, USA for establishing alliances related to:

1. exchange of faculty, students and researchers.

2. cooperation in such activities as joint research, lectures, symposia and

country visits for students.

3. exchange of data, documentation and research material in the fields of

mutual interest.

4. work towards cooperative educational programs for the future.
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5. evolve new programs with integrated multidisciplinary approach offering

multiple skills in the field of engineering and technology, management and

other disciplines.

SVVV is offering number of programs with the technical support of IBM, redhat,

Apple, TCS, Impetus, Tata Power, and Infosys. The programs are also offered in

association with Mahatma Gandhi National Council of Rural Education at the

undergraduate and postgraduate levels in the area of Rural Management. The

response of the students to such programs has been quite overwhelming. Even

industry has welcomed such initiative.

SVVV has entered into an MoU with BOSCH India, under which UG and PG

students of the university are given opportunity to develop their enterperneurial

and employability skills. The university has also set up a ‘Factory Automation

Laboratory’ in collaboration with Mitsubhishi Electric India. Under this MoU, lab

equipments worth Rs. 30,00,000/- have been provided to the university for

training of students.

Another initiative of the university is to invite eminent scientists and others who

have contributed signfiicantly to the science and society. The objective being to

inspire the students and young faculty. The university has hosted number of such

luminaries so far:

(i) Aryabhatta Memorial Oration was instituted by the university in 2016. The

oration held annually was delivered by Padma Vibhushan Dr. Anil

Kakodkar (2016-17), Padma Bhushan Dr. K. Radhakrishnan (2017-18),

Padma Vibhushan Dr. Vasudev K. Aatre (2018-19), Padma Bhushan Prof. P.

Balaram (2019-20), Padma Bhushan Vijay P. Bhatkar (2020-21) and Padma

Bhushan Dr. T. Ramasami (2021-22).
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(ii) The C.V. Raman Memorial Orations were delivered by Padma Shri Dr. G.

D. Yadav (2018-19), Padma Bhushan Prof. M. S. Raghunathan (2019-20),

and Padma Shri  Prof. Rohini M. Godbole (2020-21).

(iii) To commemorate the contribution of Vikram Sarabhai, the university had

distinguished speakers like Padma Shri Dr. P. I. John (2018-19), Padma Shri

Dr. Vikram C. Thakur (2018-19), Padma Shri Dr. Dipankar Chatterji

(2018-19), Padma Shri Chandrakant Pithawa (2019-20), Padma Shri Dr.

Sudhir K. Jain (2020-21) and Padma Shri Dr. Navin Khanna (2021-22).

(iv) The 1st Srinivasa Ramanujan Memorial Oration was delivered by the Shanti

Swarup Bhatnagar awardee, Dr. Amalendu Krishna of TIFR Mumbai

(2018-19) followed by Shanti Swarup Bhatnagar awardee Dr. Mahan

Maharaj of TIFR Mumbai (2019-20), Padma Shri and Bhatnagar awardee

Dr. Manindra Agrawal (2020-21), and Bhatnagar awardee Prof. Naveen

Garg (2021-22).

(v) The 1st Sunderlal Bahuguna Memorial Oration was delivered by Padma

Bhushan Dr. Anil Prakash Joshi, an environmentalist and green activist on

24th August 2021.

(vi) The 1st Mokshagundam Visvesvaraya Memorial Oration was delivered by

Padma Shri Dr. M.Y.S. Prasad on 15th September 2021.

Shri Vaishnav Vidyapeeth Vishwavidyalaya, being value based activity driven

institution, gives due importance to human values. A course on Professional

Ethics and Human Values is taught to all the undergraduate and postgraduate

students of the univeristy, irrespective of the stream or program. The students are

also involved in social projects to sensitize them about the realities of life. All

undegraduate students are taught a course on Environment and Energy Studies to

make them realize their responsibility towards environment. Further, in the case of

B.Tech. program, eighth semester is dedicated to industrial internship. It is
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strongly believed that theory and practice can be effectively bridged by

encouraging the students for meaningful internship.

The university also focuses on all round development of the students. Many

activities like conferences, seminars/webinars, workshops, study tours, industry

visits, site visits and cultural - sports - literary events have been initiated by the

university since its inception. Apart from these, constituent institutions of the

university also organize specific programs related to their domain to groom the

students.

During difficult times of lockdown, the university was among the first few in the

country to immediately adopt the Online teaching-learning methedology from the

first week of April 2020 onwards. This not only helped the students in

successfully completing their course curricula but also in taking their online

examinations so as to fullfill all academic requriements. The constituent institutes

of the university conducted more than 300 webinars during the pandemic on

diverse topics. The technology came as a “blessing in disguise” and university is

now planning to move in the direction of blended mode of teaching-learning

during Post-Covid-19 era.

Centres of Excellence

Centre of Excellence in Plasma Research: Padma Vibhushan Dr. Anil Kakodkar,

an Eminent Nuclear Scientist and Former Chairman of the Atomic Energy

Commission of India inaugurated the “Centre” on 10th August 2016. The funding

bodies like Department of Atomic Energy, DST and MPCST have supported

various research projects with more than Rs. 1.34 Crores so far. A research project

has recently been approved by Geological Survey of India on Molecular Insight of

Coal - a multipronged approach for use of Indian coal in cleaner and greener

way. This project will be executed by SVVV jointly with Pandit Deendayal
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Petroleum University, Gandhinagar and S.N. Bose National Centre for Basic

Sciences, Kolkata.

Centre of Excellence in Happiness Studies: Happiness is the degree to which an

individual judges the overall quality of his/her life-as-a-whole positively, or in

short how well one likes the life one lives. Increasingly, collective happiness is

considered to be the proper measure of social progress and the goal of public

policy of any society across the globe. The primary objectives of the Centre are:

(i) to facilitate research in the area of innate happiness of human beings and the

society they live in and further understand the benefits of happiness, (ii) to explore

the factors that lead to happiness and wellbeing, (iii) partner with organisations,

firms, and government establishments to help them discover the route to happiness

for their members through research and consultancy assignments, and (iv) to

promote happiness amongst the SVVV fraternity through various activities like

Awareness Camps, Laughter Club and other events, which will act as stress

busters and contribute towards happiness of the members.

Centre of Vocational Studies: To provide the vocational training to progressive

farmers and the unemployed educated youth. An emphasis in vocational education

is also on development of attitudes, knowledge, and skills for entrepreneurship

and self-employment. Now-a-days, vocational education has got due impetus due

to the development of science and technology. The planning and implementation

of the program certainly helps in controlling and solving the problems of educated

unemployed of our country. The vocational courses offered by this Centre include

seed production, vermicomposting, mushroom cultivation, and apiculture.

Centre of Excellence in Sustainable Development: The adoption of conservation

and recycling practices on a wider scale can be a move towards cleaner and more

energy efficient technologies. We at SVVV follow the principle of Reduce,

Recycle and Reuse. Energy or Power is one of the most important aspects of
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human life. In today’s world, power generation and conservation have gained

significant importance. Shri Vaishnav Vidyapeeth Vishwavidyalaya is also

committed for energy conservation and clean & green energy generation. In this

context, the university had installed a Rooftop Solar Power plant of 150 kw at the

campus in 2019. In last 23 months, the plant has generated approximately 4.5 lakh

units of clean & green power and in turn helped in saving almost 10,000 trees and

400 T of Co2 generation.

Centre of Excellence in Simulation and Gaming: Gamification is the application

of game-design elements and principles in non-game contexts. The researchers

have reported that gamified events were very effective at engaging Gen Z and that

team-based gamification events were particularly engaging. The Centre is

mandated to promote simulation and gamification as a pedagogy and undertake

research in this upcoming multidisciplinary area of interest. The Centre

coordinates with International Simulation and Gaming Association (ISAGA) and

other such professional bodies for global networking.

http://coesag.svvv.edu.in/index.html

***
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